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MISSION
VISION
CORE
VALUES
MISSION

The mission of San Diego Opera is to deliver exceptional vocal performances and exciting,
accessible programs to diverse audiences, focusing on community engagement and the
transformative power of live performance.

VISION

San Diego Opera will be recognized internationally as a leading example of adaptability,
innovation and sustainability in the operatic arts, promoting diversified programming and
unique performance venues with world-class and emerging talent.

CORE VALUES

• Through excellence in innovative programming and education, San Diego Opera provides
a lasting cultural service to the community.
• Our tradition of excellence in fully staged opera is augmented with new models of opera
and venues. Our unique and deep commitment to the community propels us to explore
ways of increasing affordability and accessibility.
• Through fiscal responsibility and nimble adaptation to the changing marketplace, we
protect the future of San Diego Opera.
• Our educational and community involvement coupled with relevant programming will
build the audience of the future.
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“Classical music in San Diego has had a remarkable growth spurt the past few years. . .
Under David Bennett, San Diego Opera has reshaped itself into a marvelously vibrant
company that mounts excellent traditional productions and provocative smaller-scale works.”
– The San Diego Union-Tribune

2018-19 was a season with many
highlights to celebrate at San
Diego Opera. All three Main Stage
productions were artistic, financial,
and critical successes, and our
dētour series continued to attract
new audiences to opera with works
that featured timeless and profound
themes. Rising stars like Alisa
Jordheim and Ginger Costa-Jackson and established artists
like Stephen Powell and Frederica von Stade all made
appearances on our stages. The San Diego Symphony and
the San Diego Opera Chorus consistently received rave
reviews and demonstrated our region’s incredible talent.
During this season, San Diego Opera expanded our
geographical reach. For the second time, we presented a
fully staged opera, Jake Heggie’s Three Decembers, outside
of downtown San Diego, at the beautiful PHAME! Theatre in
Del Cerro.
We also expanded our community footprint. Our wideranging programs provided year-long in-school artist
residencies and free access to our Main Stage productions
for thousands of students, free opera performances
throughout San Diego County by the professional singers of
our Young Artist Training Program, and engaging programs
through our Taste of Opera series. By providing discounts
to students, significant discounts and free tickets to military,
and discounts and transportation for seniors, we welcomed
populations who might not otherwise be able to attend
opera.
Our finances are strong. We ended both 2017-18 and 201819 with a surplus, our endowment has grown significantly
and is now larger than at any point in our company’s
history, and we have started two board-restricted reserve
funds to invest in the company’s future and support artistic
innovation.
With much gratitude towards our many individual and
institutional supporters, subscribers, and ticket buyers,
we are a stronger, more resilient, and efficiently-operating
company. We look forward to serving you for many years to
come.

This year’s annual report vividly
illustrates the time, effort, talent, and
energy that go into producing worldclass opera, as well the impact of San
Diego Opera in the community. Along
with world-class performances in both
our Main Stage productions and our
adventurous dētour series in smaller
venues, the 2018-2019 Season saw
the expansion of our education and community engagement
programs and increased collaboration with local San Diego
businesses.
Thousands of students from more than 180 schools and
school groups from over 30 school districts in San Diego
experienced our Main Stage operas at Student Night
at the Opera. The Words and Music program provided
students in grades 6-12 with weekly opera composition and
performance training. Providing young people with this kind
of access to the arts helps inspire the next generation to do
great things – in any field they choose.
San Diego Opera also had a powerful impact on the
community through its Scenic Studio. In addition to
producing top-notch sets for opera productions, the
Scenic Studio collaborated with local organizations to
design, build, and deliver theatrical scenery, exhibits, and
softgoods to clients like the La Jolla Music Society, San
Diego Zoo and Safari Park, San Diego Comic-Con and
Twitch-Con presenters, California Ballet, City Ballet, and
other companies and non-profits in the area. To complete
these contracts, San Diego Opera employed additional
union workers, on top of the 300-400 local skilled union crew
members needed to create our productions.
We are grateful to our supporters for enabling the Opera to
engage so deeply with the San Diego community this year. I
look forward to many more wonderful seasons.

CAROL LAZIER

Chair, Board of Directors, San Diego Opera
2018-19

DAVID BENNETT

General Director, San Diego Opera
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MAIN STAGE
2018-2019
MAIN STAGE SERIES

THE MARRIAGE
OF FIGARO

Darlene Marcos Shiley
Lead Production Sponsor
October 20-28, 2018
San Diego Civic Theatre
“San Diego Opera’s majestic ‘Figaro’ a
feast for the eyes and ears”
- The San Diego Union Tribune
“Shafer may be one of the best
Susannas around these days. She was
matched well with soprano Caitlin
Lynch, someone very familiar with the
role of the Countess — and it tells.”
- OperaWest
“Uninhibited, beautifully sung and
marvelous on the eye, The Marriage of
Figaro opens San Diego Opera’s 54th
season.”
- The Opera Chaser
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RIGOLETTO

February 2-10, 2019
San Diego Civic Theatre
“Baritone Stephen Powell owns
the stage as the hunchback title
character… He sings with power and
grace, as well as roiling fury.”
- The San Diego Union Tribune
“The San Diego audience obviously
had bonded with Jordheim by
her second act aria Caro nome
– Gilda’s rapturous celebration of
“Gualtier Maldè”, the name of
an impoverished student that the
Duke pretended to be. Jordheim’s
Caro nome – which included writing
the student’s name in the air,
emphatically adding the accent at the
end of Maldè – was a triumph. The
sustained ovation for her performance
of the aria was a show-stopper.”
- Opera Warhorses
“Soprano Alisa Jordheim is perfect
for the role of Gilda. She looks small
and vulnerable when surrounded
by her fellow cast members and the
chorus, and her coloratura flights are
dazzling. The showcase aria ‘Caro
nome’ (‘Beloved name’) fits her like a
glove. I believe this is the first time she
has sung the role on stage and it was
a triumph for her.”
- Opera West
“I have never heard a more confident,
beautifully shaped ‘Caro nome,’
Gilda’s defining cameo aria, and
Jordheim’s poise throughout the
opera gave Rigoletto’s sheltered
daughter an unflinching definition of
self-awareness that is rare in this role.”
- San Diego Story
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CARMEN

March 30-April 7, 2019
San Diego Civic Theatre
“San Diego Opera’s well-sung Carmen
is beautiful, bold, and brutal… There
is nothing reliable or classic about
the dazzling, violent, and thoughtprovoking production…[Ginger CostaJackson] inhabited the role of Carmen
as if she was born to it.”
- The San Diego Union Tribune
“I could not resist shouting ‘brava’
after hearing soprano Sarah Tucker
perform Micaëla’s third act aria, ‘Je
dis que rien ne m’épouvante’ ... if
Sarah Tucker is singing it, every note is
something special. She has one of the
loveliest soprano voices I have heard
in years and she brings great depth
of feeling to a part that is so often
tedious.”
- OperaWest
“Although not every Carmen is
comfortable with the low tessitura
of the ‘Card Song,’ Costa-Jackson
seemed to revel in it. Her downward
tones were exquisite and they became
multicolored jewels as they spun out
over the audience.”
- OperaWire
“Costa-Jackson’s mezzo-soprano
displayed the qualities a great Carmen
requires: a slightly dark, almost
glowering lower range that blooms
vibrantly mid-range and then focuses
with bell-like clarity in her highest
range. Of equal importance, CostaJackson flirted without vamping
and communicated Carmen’s inner
strength without overriding her
character’s outcast status in the social
order.”
- San Diego Story
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ALL IS CALM

December 7-9, 2018
Balboa Theatre

dētour

2018-2019
dētour SERIES

“With collaboration from Bodhi Tree
Concerts and Sacra/Profana, San
Diego Opera opened a powerful
new production of All Is Calm Friday
(December 7) at the Balboa Theatre.”
- San Diego Story
“The singing was so serene and
hypnotic Friday that the rapt audience
barely breathed until the final bow.”
- The San Diego Union Tribune
“Conductor Juan Carlos Acosta led
the group from below the stage and
I never heard a pitch pipe keeping
singers on key. They were able to stay
on their correct notes with only the
assistance of an occasional hummed
tone and their musicianship was
nothing short of amazing.”
- Opera Wire
“The performance reached a rapturous
heart-warming peak roughly halfway
through as enemies, now temporarily
friends, sang a long gorgeous
multipart arrangement of ‘Silent
Night.’ Harmony and key changes were
managed beautifully as the soldiers
sang, sometimes in multiple languages
at the same time.”
- Broadway World

San Diego Opera, Bodhi Tree
Concerts, and SACRA/PROFANA
received an Outstanding Special
Event award from the San Diego
Theatre Critics Circle at the Craig
Noel Awards for this production
of All is Calm.
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THREE DECEMBERS
March 8-10, 2019
Patrick Henry
PHAME Theatre

“Abounding with duets and trios and
conversational exchanges, the work
has several highlights that audiences
are bound to remember... Heggie has
mastered an attractive fluid style of
vocal writing that exudes expertise.”
- OperaWest
“Frederica von Stade… sang with
absolute assurance... [her] upper
and mid range displayed a power
and clarity that remains a pleasure to
behold.”
- San Diego Story
“San Diego Opera’s Three Decembers
[is] both intimate and epic in scope.”
- The San Diego Union Tribune
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ONE AMAZING
NIGHT 2019:
STEPHEN COSTELLO
& STEPHEN POWELL
IN CONCERT
May 15, 2019
Balboa Theatre

“Powell’s interpretive depth as well as
the sheer command of his generously
proportioned voice dominated the
program, whether he was offering
familiar arias such as Renato’s defiantly
accusing ‘Eri tu’ from Verdi’s Un Ballo
in maschera and the innocent wonder
of ‘Song to the Evening Star’ from
Wagner’s Tannhäuser or the ardor of
Salvatore Cardillo’s Neapolitan song
‘Cor ‘ngrato.’”
- San Diego Story
“Stephen Powell simply rocked the
room from the moment he sang “Io
son il Prologo” (I am the Prologue).
His voice fit the acoustics of the
theater perfectly and resounded with
a bronzed, muscular account of Tonio’s
opening aria.”
- OperaWire
“Both singers were technically
perfect.”
- The San Diego Union Tribune
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EDUCATION
EDUCATION AND
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
& COMMUNITY
WORDS AND MUSIC

San Diego Opera’s Words and Music program is a collection of year-long
in-school, after-school, and summer artist residencies.
In 2018-19, Words and Music served students at Memorial Preparatory for Scholars and Athletes, Lincoln
High School, and La Maestra Center for Youth Advancement. San Diego Opera created and developed
these programs in partnership with two community organizations: Izcalli, which is dedicated to transforming
the lives of Chicano/a and Indigenous communities by promoting cultural consciousness through the arts,
education, and community dialogue; and La Maestra Center for Youth Advancement, a nonprofit serving the
youth of City Heights by providing after-school and summer programs aimed at empowering economically
disadvantaged urban youth.
Our Professional Teaching Artists worked with students to create original plays, poems, and music based
on their life experience. Our focus on personal storytelling through culturally relevant music and drama
empowered youth to envision a better world through collaborative art creation. Students built artistic skills
and confidence and learned to trust each other and solve problems together.

“I realized how deep you could go with just one word.
How that one word could open new doors.”
- Student participant in Words and Music
Impact measurement: Words and Music students have scored higher on school district assessments
than their peers, and demonstrated significant improvement in emotion control and empathy, two
resiliencies measured by the Holistic Student Assessment developed by the PEAR Institute.
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STUDENT NIGHT

STUDENT NIGHT AT THE OPERA
Student Night at the Opera provides free tickets and targeted
transportation support for youth to attend the final dress rehearsals of
San Diego Opera’s three Main Stage operas.
In 2018-19, we welcomed more than 180 schools and school groups from over 30 school districts in San
Diego County.
Student Night provided an unforgettable introduction to this unique, multi-faceted art form that stimulates
the senses and ignites the imagination.
Several of our student groups were led by teachers who, years before, attended Student Night themselves,
demonstrating the program’s multi-generational impact.
  
Student Night tickets were allocated equitably across the region. All tickets were provided free of charge to
students and chaperones, and substantial support for transportation was provided.

“Going to the opera was definitely an
amazing experience that I will never forget.”
- Student, La Jolla Elementary School
“I was first introduced to opera [through Student Night] when I was 12 years
old, and I have continued this program for my students as a professional
educator…the baton is passed and the candle continues to burn to
provide this excellent opportunity for our young people!”
- Teacher, Muirlands Middle School
“We absolutely love bringing the kids…Student Night relates to our literacy
units and to our exploratory music program in a way that is incalculable.”
- Teacher, Chollas/Mead Elementary
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YOUNG ARTIST
TRAINING PROGRAM
YOUNG
ARTISTS
San Diego Opera’s Young Artist Training Program supports exceptional
singers with great potential who are in the first stages of building an
opera career.
Young artists received one-on-one coaching from Ines Irawati, the program’s Music and Artistic Director,
and, throughout the season, through masterclasses and workshops with conductors, principal artists, stage
directors, and guest vocal instructors.
Our young artists also gained performing experience through our Opera Exposed! community concert series.
The Opera Exposed! ensemble performed in community venues throughout San Diego County, in locations
like Balboa Park, Clairemont, Downtown San Diego, Carlsbad, El Cajon, Encinitas, Escondido, Julian, Hillcrest,
La Jolla, Oceanside, Ramona, San Marcos, and San Ysidro.

“‘Bravissimo’ to all the fabulous young opera stars-of-tomorrow and
their music director for bringing such musical bliss to our lives!”
- Opera Exposed! Attendee
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SCENERY
& COSTUMES

SAN DIEGO OPERA’S SCENIC
STUDIO AND COSTUME SHOP
San Diego Opera’s Scenic Studio is ingrained into the local economy.
Located at 3074 Commercial Street, the studio is the hub of all our
production operations.

We create, build, and rent theatrical scenery, exhibits, and staging materials for clients like the San Diego
Zoo and Safari Park, San Diego Comic-Con and Twitch-Con Presenters, La Jolla Music Society, Bodhi Tree
Concerts, Pacific Symphony, San Diego Ballet, California Ballet, UCSD Chamber Opera, City Ballet, Patrons of
the Prado, Cygnet Theatre, and several other performing arts companies and commercial clients who present
sales company meetings and events.

San Diego Opera’s Costume Shop fits ALL costumes seen in SDO’s
operas, often creating, building, or altering to fit the opera and artist
down to each tiny detail including buttons and shoe buckles.
In 2018-19, the Scenic Studio and Costume Shop employed 300-400 skilled union laborers for carpentry,
painting, sculpting, wigmaking, costumes, lighting, sound, and video production for our Main Stage and
dētour Series operas.

San Diego Opera Scenic Studio carpenters install the Giant Panda Friendship Wall, where San Diego Zoo visitors were invited to create farewell messages for the pandas.
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COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY
VOICES
VOICES

“For a city to grow and expand, it has to have culture. That’s
how we attract people to San Diego. When we try to recruit
professors and doctors, these are the things that a family takes
into consideration. That’s why we are so dedicated.”

– FRANK GOLDBERG
Ranch & Coast Magazine
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COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY
VOICES
VOICES
Tijuana-based singer
Guadalupe Paz was
12 years old when
she attended her
first opera, Mexican
composer Daniel Catán’s
Rappaccini’s Daughter
at San Diego Opera.
Today, she is a famous
bel canto opera singer in
Mexico, who made her
San Diego Opera debut
playing Mercédès in
Carmen this season.
“This is a full circle
moment…I never
imagined when I first
saw Daniel Catán’s opera
so many years ago I
would be here singing
on the same stage.”

– GUADALUPE PAZ
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COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY
VOICES
VOICES
Bryan discovered San Diego Opera through
his older brother Daniel, who had been in the
Words and Music program for three years.
The two brothers could easily relate to
and learn from our Teaching Artist Mario Ramirez, who is
a professional educator and artist, fluent in Spanish, and
a cornerstone of the Words and
Music program since 2015. Mario
invited Daniel and Bryan to audition
for SDO’s March 2019 production
of Bizet’s Carmen, and Bryan was
selected to perform onstage as a child
supernumerary.
San Diego Opera’s education and production teams worked
closely with Bryan’s family to help Bryan succeed in this role.
Bryan and Daniel are just two of hundreds of young people
who, through Words and Music, are discovering and developing
strengths and talents that will guide them through life.
“I learned that it doesn’t matter what people see, it matters what
you do, and as long as it’s good, you’ll be happy with it.”
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– BRYAN
Supernumerary

COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY
VOICES
VOICES
As an additional way to ensure that all members of our
community are served, San Diego Opera works with organizations
like the Veteran Tickets Foundation (“Vet Tix”) to distribute free
tickets to our performances. Vet Tix provides tickets to events
which reduce stress, strengthen family bonds, build life-long
memories and encourage service members and veterans to stay
engaged with local communities and American life.
“This was an AWESOME show! My wife
and I thoroughly enjoyed this #SDOPERA
#CARMEN. Thank you, Thank you, Thank
you for a wonderful date night and donating
the perfect seats and tickets. Without your
generous donation we would not have been
able to witness such an event.”

– DEREK

United States Navy

“San Diego Opera, thank you for the
generous tickets and great seats.”

– ROLANDO
United States Air Force
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FINANCE
FINANCE

Average Operating Revenues and Expenses (FY18 & FY19)
Contributed Support - 58%

REVENUES

Ticket Sales - 34%

EXPENSES

Education - 2%

Endowment/Legacy - 3%

G&A - 9%

Fundraising Events - 3%

Development and
Fundraising - 8%

Scenic Studio - 2%

Ticket Sales
34%

Productions - 81%

Contributed
Support
58%

Productions
81%

SAN DIEGO OPERA

IS A 501(C)(3) NOT-FOR-PROFIT CA CORPORATION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 Main Stage productions per season
3 dētour productions annually
27,000+ tickets sold annually
A minimum of 19 Performances per year
Over 7,500 San Diego students attend the
Opera FREE annually
Unqualified “Clean” audit opinion for 2017,
2018, 2019
Over 4,000 donors contribute annually

•
•
•
•
•

Average annual INDIVIDUAL contribution is
$860
81 cents of every dollar earned/raised puts
a production on the stage
Board approved Operating Reserve Fund
ensures fiscal stability
Board approved Artistic Innovation Fund
advances the operatic art
Surplus of change in net assets FY18-FY19.

LEGACY & RESTRICTED GIFTS: Endowment Accounts
$7,500,000
$7,000,000
$6,500,000
$6,000,000
$5,500,000
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$5,000,000

2017

2018

2019
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San Diego Opera is grateful for our major 2018-19
corporate, foundation, and government sponsors.
CORPORATE PARTNERS

The Preferred Airline of SDO

BdaKiNE.com
A lifestyle blog

GREENE MUSIC
Home of Your Piano • Since 1974
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GOVERNMENT SPONSORS

FOUNDATION SPONSORS
Carol Franc Buck Foundation
David C. Copley Foundation
Samuel I. and John Henry Fox Foundation
Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation
The Heller Foundation of San Diego
Mandell Weiss Charitable Trust
Mizel Family Foundation
The Alexander & Eva Nemeth Foundation
OPERA America: Innovation Grants
The Parker Foundation
Pratt Memorial Fund
Price Philanthropies
Ellen Browning Scripps Foundation
Walter J. and Betty C. Zable Foundation
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